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Easily Master Pentatonic ScalesÂ in MinutesQuickly and easily learn to play Pentatonic Scales like

they're second nature.Contains Guitar Theory, Pentatonic Licks, Exercises and SequencesGuitar:

Pentatonic and Blues Scales covers the essential guitar theory for the Minor Pentatonic scale, Major

Pentatonic Scale and The Blues Scale and highlights the characteristics of each scale with useful

licks and exercises.Includes Audio, Backing Tracks and Clear Diagrams!Each lick is written in

standard notation and guitar tab, and comes with an audio trackÂ to download so that you can hear

how it should sound. This will help you learn quicker by settingÂ you useful musical targets. There

are also backing tracks so you can jam and improvise with your new ideas in musical context.An

Intense 'Shot in the Arm' of InstantÂ Theory and Usable Guitar LicksAs well as many musical licks,

there are alsoÂ notated exercises and sequencing ideas to help you build speed and technique with

pentatonic scales. Everything is notated and explained so you can use the ideas immediately in

your playing.Guitar: Pentatonic and Blues scales is a Mini-Book - a 'FUNDessential' from

www.fundamental-changes.comÂ that gives you a short, inspiring injection of creativity. It highlights

approaches from our 30 other 100+ page books which go into more depth with many difference

genres of music.Â Guitar: Pentatonic and Blues Scales Includes:Major Scale Theory

&Â ConstructionMajor Pentatonic Theory and LicksMinor Pentatonic Theory &Â LicksBlues Scale

Theory &Â LicksTechnique & Lick-Building ExercisesFree Audio TrackÂ for every

ExerciseÂ Backing TracksA Free Gift!Fundamental Changes Write the Most Popular books on  -

120,000 Books Sold!This is a new book and reviews take time so check out our other books to see

2000+ Positive reviews on This Book is FREE on Kindle Unlimited!Â ForÂ the tiny price of $3.99,

you will make a devastating difference in your playing. Quality Guarantee:  will refund you for 48

hours if you're not 100% happy with this book!Scroll up to buy it now and Master Pentatonic scales

for Guitar
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I've been studying Joe Alexander's books for years, now. This is his latest, and it is a "refresher

course" drawn from several of his previous books, reorganized to facilitate review and learning with

some new and fresh ideas and licks to assist the learning process. I consider Joe's books a must

read for all serious blues guitarists. I've also looked at his Jazz and Rock works, and they are

equally instructive. This book is absolutely as expected -- an excellent study guide, and will not

disappoint.

This book; "Pentatonic and Blues Scales", marks the 18th book by Joseph Alexander, that I have

purchased. There's a definite reason that I have bought all these books by Joseph, and that reason

is because I am a self taught guitarist and I have found his books to be the most helpful and

effective in my quest to learn and improve my guitar playing. I love the blues, and Joseph has

created a wonderful selection of extremely helpful and informative books on this genre, (as well as

others) that really offer anything that I have ever had a question about. His offering of so many

available sound tracks and audio examples is another fantastic teaching tool that I appreciate

greatly. In my opinion, his consistency in superior methods and messages are second to none. I

highly recommend any of Joseph's books to anyone who is serious about learning guitar.

What a great Book, I been trying for years to master the Pentatonic and Blues scales with little

success, that was until this book. With the audio tracks, it has opened up my playing and I'm

running up and down the neck and each time it becomes even better



Once again, Joseph knocks one out of the park, or scores on the pitch for you Brits. Another

excellent, helpful, needful publication with practical knowledge, diagrams, and even audios. Wow!

Use it to review your skills or to preview the whole of his helpful books and ebooks.

I've been playing guitar for awhile but found this book helped me with a better understanding of

scale construction and how major and minor pentatonic scales fit with different types songs. The

exercises were challenging and backing tracks are also provide to help you with your practice.

So far I have been very happy with my purchases from Joseph Alexander and look forward to new

and instructional books on how to play guitar.This book is one of them that can help you with the

Pentatonic blues scales. They are good books to have in your guitar instructional books.I

recommend this book to anyone learning guitar and just not the Blues.

I just got this Kindle book. It has that familiar Joseph Alexander style that I've head great success

with when using his other books. You cannot go wrong with his books. I've read books by other

authors that teach scales, but none of them have cleared the fog. They all failed to clearly teach the

subject. Download the audio examples and methodically work your way through this book and you

will truly understand. Very clear and concise. I enthusiastically recommend this book!

I have been taking lessons for over three years but Joseph Alexander's books are the best at

breaking down the concepts I cover in my lessons and ensures I fully understand the concepts.

Without a doubt these are the best, most understandable books available. Don't doubt your decision

to buy any of his books. They are worth more than the minimal amount you will spend on them.
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